Abstract-The remarkable properties of two-dimensional materials have generated great enthusiasm among researchers. Very recently, MoS2, the representative of transition metal dichalcogenides, has triggered increasing attention and hold huge potential for many applications. Although the tribological properties of MoS2 has been studied for decades, the atomic-scale motion between tip and MoS2 surface is quite rare. Furthermore, the mechanism underlying the friction variation is still unclear. To explore the unknown territory, we carry out both theoretical and experimental research on the power spectrum variation of lateral friction between probe and MoS2. Lateral Friction Microcopy (LFM) was utilized to acquire atomic images for analysis. The friction signals of MoS2 in different angles that obtained from original atomic images were then processed by fast Fourier transform (FFT). We observed distinct characteristic in power spectrum variation between special (zigzag and armchair) and general lattice orientations for the first time. To explain this phenomenon for both cases, we establish a complete motion model and further deduce the different frequencies that the motion model contain. The theoretical analysis well illustrated the different power spectrum variation of actual friction signals for special and general lattice orientations. The results of this paper pave an avenue to fully revel the friction variation mechanism of MoS2 and develop an effective method to detect the lattice orientations of MoS2.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two dimensional (2D) materials have captivated considerable attention due to their outstanding physical, electrical, mechanical and chemical properties [1] [2] [3] [4] . Among these nanomaterials, graphene undoubtedly receive the most interest on the horizon of materials research ever since its discovery by mechanically exfoliation. However, the nature of lack of bandgap greatly hampered its future development in the realness of applications [5, 6] .
In view of this fact, recent efforts have been devoted to the study on other 2D materials such as transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), which also shows a wide range of novel properties [7] [8] [9] . On the basis of the physical understanding of graphene, investigation on TMDCs has developed smoothly and rapidly. TMDCs emerges as a class of materials with the form X-M-X, where M represent the transition metal element from group IV, V, or VI and X represent the chalcogen element. Typically, two planes of X atoms are separated by the plane of M atom, which are weakly held by Vander Waals interaction.
For example, MoS2, the rising star of TMDCs, owns a hexagonal crystal layered structure. Besides this, the most interesting character of MoS2 is its sizable bandgap that vary with its numbers of layers [10] [11] [12] . As a common and cheap lubricant material, the tribological properties of MoS2 have been studied decades ago. Very recently, a resurgence of scientific enthusiasm has been sparked due to the achievement in sample preparation. Moreover, research on its tribological aspect mostly focused on the macro scale, or the bulk MoS2 [13, 14] . Knowledge on the friction at micro and atomic scale is far from enough.
To fill in the blank, we conduct the research on the friction variation with lattice orientation in this paper. With the aid of FFT, we successfully processed the friction signals and acquire more direct evidence on the friction variation in power spectrum diagrams. Through the established model, we well explained the variation mechanism. The distinct characteristic of MoS2 in the friction variation provide us an effective method to differentiate the lattice orientations of MoS2, which will be applied in developing a convenient lattice orientation detecting technique in the future. Procedure for Paper Submission
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Material preparation
In a typical experiment, MoS2 film sample was mechanically peeled off from bulk MoS2 (Prepared by XFNANO, Najing, China, http://www.xfnano.com/) and then deposited on 285nm-thick oxidized Si/SiO2. After that, AFM(Atomic Force Microscopy)was utilized to acquire the information of the height, area and roughness of the prepared sample. As relatively flatten surface is quite important for the subsequent atomic imaging and MoS2 film with certain thickness is more likely to successfully obtain the atomic image, we need to choose the desired samples with the aid of AFM. As shown in figure 1(a) and(b) , the MoS2 film is around 4*1.9μm and average height is 10nm, indicating it is a 17-layer MoS2. 
B. Units Atomic imaging for MoS2 film and fast Fourier Spectrum Transform analysis
After selecting a flatten area on the surface of MoS2, LFM(lateral friction Microscopy) experiment were performed under ambient conditions(30%-57% relative humidity, 20°C-50°C). MLCT probes with rectangular cantilever, 0.02N/m spring constant was utilized. During the experiment, the scan size, rate and pixel resolution of the image were always kept as 10nm, 29.5Hz and 256, respectively. The atomic image obtained on the selected MoS2 film was presented in figure 2(a), each line of which contains the friction information of the motion between probe and MoS2. Before extracting the useful information, the actual scanning angles and specific lattice orientation should be clarified. As shown in figure2 (b), the red dotted line indicates the actual scanning direction, which is parallel to x axis. The green solid line indicate the 0°lattice orientation, which can be discerned from the clear atomic image. Then θ 0 is the angle between the actual scanning direction and 0°lattice orientation. The orange line is used for extracting the friction information. When rotate the line with the angle of θ, the friction information it contains can be extracted by the software Nanoscope Analysis. Therefore, the actual angle θ' to extract friction information should include θ 0 , that is the sum of θ0 and θ.
Based on the method above, the friction signals in various angle can be obtained. The friction information is extracted every 5 degrees. Part of the results are shown in figure 2(c) . For better and more direct comparison of these friction signals, an efficient processing approach should be employed. Here, we adopt FFT to further process these miscellaneous signals, which has been proved quite convenient and effective in processing signal and eliminating external interference. The processing results are shown in figure 2 (d) . From the results, the friction signals obtained in different angles can be dived into two types: For special lattice orientation, zigzag(0°or 60°) and armchair(30°and 90°), the number of major peaks in the power spectrum remain as constant, as presented in the left row of figure 2(d) . For example, zigzag lattice orientation has only one major peak, whereas armchair lattice orientation has two major peaks. But for the general lattice orientation, the number of major peaks will vary between three or four, as shown in the right row of figure 2(d). 
C. Modeling for the friction variation
To explain this phenomenon in the section above, we need to re-introduce the interaction potential of MoS2 that we have mentioned before [15] , which describes the motion between the probe and MoS2. According to the previous research, the interaction potential of MoS2 can be written as: and the relationship between frequency and the corresponding lattice orientation, we need to re-examine the interaction potential of MoS2. In view of the physical structure of MoS2, relationship between ay and ax, the lattice parameters, is as follows :
R is the modified lattice constant that considering the trajectory and lattice orientation of the probe [16] . 
For special angle 0°,30°,60°, eq. (2)and (3) can well explain the one or two major peaks . According to eq. (2) considering the particularity of cosine function(cos90°=0) , 90° will be regarded as 30° ,and bring into eq.(2) and (3), then two different frequencies will still be obtained. Thus, the one or two major peaks in the power spectrum for the special lattice orientation has been well explained.
As for other lattice orientations, these above two equations obviously fail to explain the three major peaks. In this case, the stick-slip motion of the probe should be taken into account. As shown in figure 3 , stick-slip movement occurs when the probe moves on the surface of MoS2 and will generate two frequency components both in horizontal and vertical directly, namely, b Thus, the frequency components of general lattice orientations should include two parts: The interaction potential and stick-slip motion. According to our previous research, MoS2 owns 120 degree periodical variation. Then all the frequency components in various lattice orientation with 120 degree are presented in figure 4 . As marked in the dotted green rectangle in figure 4 , some calculation results in certain degree are quite similar. Furthermore, the signal detecting precision is always limited by the actual experiment apparatus and conditions. Then the tiny value differences cannot be necessarily detected, which directly leading to the three or four major peaks in the power spectrum. 
III. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, atomic imaging of MoS2 was carried out through LFM experiment. After processing the obtained friction signals, we observer distinct phenomenon in special and general lattice orientations. To explain this characteristic, we innovatively propose different angular frequencies that deduced from the established interaction potential and motion model respectively. The simulation results show great consistency with the actual frequencies in the power spectrum diagram. Our discovery illustrates the difference between special and general lattice orientations and offers the possibility to timely-differentiate the lattice orientations of MoS2.
